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Advocacy 101: 
Part 2: Putting Strategy to Work 
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Up-Front Concerns 
• Be aware of relevant laws, restrictions, and practices  
• What can you do as a state employee? 
• Be sensitive even if not prohibited about using state resources, e.g., email 
• Don’t bad mouth other legislators when meeting 
 
• Know whether your administrations has a government relations 
professional  
• Know the message 
• Collect valuable information and data 
• Know your allies and opponents – who else is lobbying and for what? 
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“Facts Don’t Vote” – Robert Guyer 
• No requirement for legislators to be logical, rational, nice, or fair. 
• They are more likely to listen to supporters 
• The most effective time to lobby is when you don’t want something 
• Depending on the legislator, they may be more likely to be motivated 
by anecdote than facts 
• First, do no harm.  You or a colleague can anger a legislator and ruin 
everything – legislators have long memories 
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Lobbying Methods – Direct Lobbying 
 
• Meetings with elected officials, staff, or administration in the capital 
or in a district office 
• Phone calls, postcards, letters, emails, etc. 
• Testimony at hearings, feeding favorable questions to committee 
members 
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Lobbying Methods – Indirect Lobbying 
• Indirect Lobbying 
• Public relations (free and paid media) 
• Letter to the editor 
• Social media 
• Rallies 
• Contributions 
• Work on campaigns 
• Forums inviting legislators 
• Inviting legislators to the university 
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The Goal Determines the Strategy 
• What are you trying to accomplish? 
• Support for an existing bill 
• An idea for a new law 
• Voicing general concerns 
 
• What are your resources? 
• Money  
• Time 
• Intelligence 
• Information  
• Students 
• Votes  
• Etc. 
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The Defensive Advantage 
• There are more ways to kill a bill than to pass one, e.g., 
• In committee(s) 
• With amendments 
• On the floor 
• In reconciliation 
• With a veto 
• Understand the resources necessary to either stop something or get it 
done. 
• Getting something done usually takes more than one session. 
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Don’ts 
• Bad mouth other legislators 
• Stray off topic 
• Try to conquer too much – keep to one issue 
• Argue 
• Threaten 
• Demean staff 
• Be too whiny 
• Complain about waste if you are asking for increased appropriations 
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Dos 
• Know the ask if there is one – mention it more than once 
• Create and practice “talking points.” 
• Have a fact sheet for yourself  
• Look for common ground 
• Have examples & stories 
• Create a “one pager” 
• Know something about the legislator and what they have accomplished 
• Be firm, but not condescending 
• Keep it short 
• Pivot when necessary 
• Know when to fold ‘em 
• Leave a card or contact information 
• Be polite 
• Follow up – thank you note, letter, phone call, etc. 
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Activity 1: Putting Together a “One Pager” 
The Pennsylvania Promise 
• Make “the ask” clear 
• Keep it as simple as possible 
• Be data driven 
• Remember it is called a “one pager” for a reason 
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Should we have a lobby day? 
• Will district meetings be more effective? 
• Usually more time 
• Better for constituents 
• What are you trying to accomplish 
• How many people will actually show? 
• Do you have a concise message? 
• Can you keep people on message? 
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Should You Talk to Staunch Opponents 
• It depends 
• Understand that you will not change anyone’s mind. 
• What is the legislator’s reputation? 
• Do you think you can find any common ground? 
• There is value in getting to meet people 
• Can provide data 
• Harder to insult those you have met, but not always 
• Have you considered alternative strategies 
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Activity 2: Crafting Talking Points 
Support the Governor’s Proposed Increase 
• Talking points should be direct 
• They should cover all you want to discuss at a meeting 
• They should resonate 
• They should provide information the legislator may not have 
• They should assume the legislator has little knowledge of the topic 
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Types of Legislators 
• The filibusterer 
• The naysayer 
• The sycophant 
• The busy one 
• The one on offense 
• The lecturer 
• The pivoter 
• Etc. 
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Activity 3: Role Play 
Support the Governor’s Proposed Increase 
• Putting the talking points to work in different situations 
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